GEORGE THE THIRD
tremendous difficulties for tie Government. All London went
to Hyde Park to see the two reviews of Volunteers in October
1803. On the 26th, attended by his seven sons, George took
the salute of more than twelve thousand men of the London
Volunteer Corps: two days later in the same place he reviewed
the Westminster, Lambeth and Southwark Volunteers—a force
numbering nearly fifteen thousand men. According to Eldon
it was ' the finest sight' he e ever beheld/
But Napoleon's grandiose scheme for bringing to heel the
* nation of shopkeepers/ which he professed to despise so heartily
and yet which actually he feared so much, was wrecked by the
vigilance of the British sailors. Admiral Sir William Cornwallis,
a cantankerous commander but a magnificent seaman, blockaded
one French fleet in Brest: Nelson kept the other in Toulon.
Not until those two fleets had united and overcome the British
Navy could Napoleon run the risk of pouring a great army into
England. Two years were to elapse after these magnificent
reviews in Hyde Park before the bogey of invasion was for ever
laid by Nelson's crushing defeat of the French and Spaniards
off Cape Trafalgar. It was a victory most dearly bought, for
in the midst of the popular rejoicings no man could escape the
memory that Nelson was dead. And no one took the blow more
personally, or mourned for the dead Admiral more sincerely,
than the King.
1804 saw a recurrence of the King's malady. In January he
caught a severe chill and was confined to his room; and once
again it was a * family squabble' which deranged a mind, now
so susceptible to collapse under unusual strain. The King's
refusal to make him a General maddened the headstrong Prince,
and in a fit of pique he published the correspondence which had
passed between him and his father, his brother and Addington.
The Prince's conduct was defended then, as it has been since:
he was a much-wronged son, his friends averred; and the King's
refusal to give him military employment could not be justified
on any grounds. This is not the place to discuss the ethics of
family behaviour: it is sufficient to say that the knowledge that
his letters were made public by his own son, and the gout which
appears to have followed the chill, brought on another attack
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